KOLDLOK Air Sealing Grommet
Surface Mount Retrofit Air Sealing Grommet

SPECIFICATIONS

General Information
- Above floor design allows for the sealing of existing cable cutouts of various sizes without cable or panel removal
- Compliant with ROHS requirements
- Available in three sizes to seal penetrations of many sizes

Sealing Surface
- Multilayer, opposing and interwoven filaments of the following diameter
  - 0.010” Upper Layer
  - 0.020” Lower Layer
- Approximately 25,000 filaments per grommet
- Type 6 Nylon

Dimension
- Available Sizes
  - Part Number K2020
    - 11”x8.25”x1.125” Overall
    - 1.25” High installed
    - 10”x7.25” maximum cutout size
    - 8.25”x4” usable cable area
  - Part Number K2030
    - 12”x11.75”x1.312” Overall
    - 1.438” High installed
    - 10”x9.75” maximum cutout size
    - 8.25”x4” usable cable area
  - Part Number K2040
    - 12”x15”x1.312” Overall
    - 1.438” High installed
    - 10”x13” maximum cutout size
    - 8.25”x4” usable cable area

Finishes
- Black Plastic

Mounting
- Singled sided pressure sensitive foam
- Doubled sided pressure sensitive foam